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Editorial

TRAD
IS RAD

Tradding on Cogman’s Buttress, Montagu. Photo RICHARD HALSEY

I

s it just me, or is there a definite resurgence in trad
climbing wafting around the crags?
Maybe it’s that social media is bringing it more
out into the open, but over the last year or so I have
seen a marked increase in posts on Facebook and
Instagram of guys and gals getting out there and
sending trad routes and working trad projects. It’s
really heart-warming!
There also seems to be a lot more action on The
Ledge, with a lot of the usual suspects doing good
stuff there, but also some newer names making
inroads into the classic routes up there, and in other
lesser-known areas on Table Mountain.
The bigger hills have also received quite a bit of
attention, particularly Slanghoek Amphitheatre, where
Richard ‘Squeaks’ Halsey and his cohorts – Sam
Nightingale and Garrreth Bird, et al, have been hard
at work establishing some excellent new hard routes
through the centre of the amphitheatre. Much more
about this, with killer images and topos, in the next
issue of SA Mountain.
Even Montagu is going through a resurgence in
trad. Having fairly recently moved up here, I decided
to do my best to re-establish trad in the area (after all,
this was first and foremost a trad area, before sport
climbing took over), so over the past 18 months, with
various partners, I have climbed all the existing trad
routes on the impressive Cogman’s Buttress, and put
up some new stuff. We also developed a new 2-pitch
‘friendly’ trad crag with a mere 10-minute approach
walk. The crag is close to the main R62 and has about
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five routes, with all stances equipped with bolted
anchors (hence friendly), so really easy to abseil off
back to your packs. All this will be available soon in a
new Montagu Guidebook, which will be coming out
later this year. The new book will include all the sport
climbing, as well as all the trad, and also some long
classic ridge routes.
The really big news, however, is that Lost World
will be opening its doors again soon. But not as a
free-for-all to climb at as you wish, but under some
very definite conditions. I have been in talks with the
owner, and he has agreed that we can climb there,
but only as an organised event. Within the next few
weeks, I will put the proposal and how it will work out
on our social media platforms, so all will be revealed
soon.
Lost World was first discovered over 40 years ago,
and fast became one of the premier trad climbing
venues in South Africa. It is home to many serious
test pieces put up by the legendary Andy de Klerk.
The whole kloof has been closed for about 15 years
or more now, so the re-opening of this seminal trad
venue is pretty exciting, to say the least.
I would encourage you to get your trad game in
order in preparation for Lost World, and when you’re
wobbling up the run-out and testy Technicolour
Darkness, remember that this was opened in 1986,
with the gear of the day, and in EBs!
Be safe in the hills

Tony
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A climber’s passion and the first
South African ascent of the
Central Pillar of Freney
by CHRIS LOMAX

Chris Lomax on Myrrh, The Ledge, Table Mountain, in 1975. Note the takkies!
Photo GREG LACEY
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It all started in 1973 when I
reached high school at age 13.
The school of my dreams. What
better than attending a school
that is just a stone’s throw away
from the forests and rock of
Table Mountain? The South
African College School (SACS)
had an added advantage other
than just its position. The
Climbing Club was extremely
active, and my dad, who was
an old SACS boy himself, was
overjoyed to hand me over to
them. He was starting to regret
his decision of introducing me
to the mountains at age six. As
a sufferer of vertigo, he knew
that he was more and more
at risk each time he tried to
persuade me to stay on level
ground during our weekly
walks up the ravines of Table
Mountain.

T

he SACS climbing club was
headed by Duncan Middleton, a
teacher who was an enthusiastic
rock climber and had taught the guys
ahead of me how to rock climb. The
MCSA would allow pupils to attend their
rock meets provided that the pupils were
part of a club. My first year was spent
trying to prioritise walking and climbing
friendships, and tuition came a distant
second, as I discovered with my end of
year test results.
I met Greg Lacey in that first year. He
was super enthusiastic and talkative. We
were the ‘cheeky boys’ and constantly
in trouble with the older guys for trying
to go it alone on our weekend climbing
meets. They were trying to prevent us
from killing ourselves and were constantly
reigning us in. Eventually, after a year
of being in trouble, Greg snuck off
and bought our first climbing rope, an
entwined hawser-laid rope. We drilled
the thread out of nuts to create our own
threaded gear, and made slings from cutoffs from our new rope. With car safety
belt webbing around our waists, we set
off up some easy rock climbs below the
top of TM that were easily approached via
Newlands Ravine. We knew it all; what
could possibly go wrong? Unknown to

Greg Lacey on Thunderbolt Direct, The Witteberg, in 1977.
Photo CHRIS LOMAX

us, at this stage there were some brother
teams – the Davies cheeky boys, the
Tromp brothers, and the Benhe brothers
getting up to their own mischief on
different sides of the mountain. We would
meet them all a year or two later and form
new long-lasting friendships.
Our merry band of cheeky boys was
growing, and we were joined by the
ultimate cheeky boy, Andy Wood from
Bishops school. How we survived those
first years can only be put down to pure
luck and constant nagging by the older
climbers at our respective schools and the
MCSA, one of whom was Hans Graafland
who introduced me, Greg and Mike Cook
to some longer country routes.
By 1975, we had read all the books
on climbing and the heroes of the world
climbing arena. Walter Bonatti, Chris

Bonington, Don Whillans and Dougal
Haston were climbers we aspired to be
like when we were older. Locally, we
were starting to hear about our own
heroes, some of whom took us under their
wings. We were invited to climb with Ed
February, Brian Gross, Tony Dick, Butch
de Bruin and Dave Cheesmond. They
were the older cheeky boys who broke
rules and climbed hard. Greg teamed
up with Ed, Brian, and Tinie Versfeld to
pursue harder and harder climbs. I spent
my weekends climbing with Dick, De
Bruin and later Cheesmond in pursuit of
long country routes. They taught us how
to climb safely and survive when the
weather turned bad; we were lucky and
appreciative to be learning from some of
>>
the best.
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“I’m still not sure
what motivated
me. Boredom
maybe, or a
desire to be on
my own and a

resistance to
authority and
rules.”

Greg Lacey on Last Laugh’s overhang. Climbing in
EB rock shoes. Note the old Moac nut on the rack.
Photo CHRIS LOMAX
Chris Lomax leading on an attempt on the first
ascent of Buccaneer, Nursery Buttress in 1976.
We eventually completed the route with Dave
Cheesmond a few years later. Photo GREG LACEY
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Greg and I would climb together as often
as we could, and bunk off from school to
spend the day on the mountain. During our
school breaks we would fantasize about
climbing in the Alps – routes that legends
had opened and had huge epics on.
Mont Blanc was where we wanted to be.
Chamonix, the home of alpine climbing
was out of our reach. I started venturing
out on my own, as to the why, I’m still
not sure what motivated me. Boredom
maybe, or a desire to be on my own, and a
resistance to authority and rules.
In 1977, Greg’s dreams came true, and
he and Mike (Microbe) Roberts, a Durban
cheeky boy, were sponsored by the MCSA
to attend an alpine course in Chamonix.
They had a great trip with ascents of
American Direct on the Dru, Mont Blanc,
and many other great climbs. They were
the first of the young cheeky boy teams to
climb in the Alps. Tony Dick and Roger
Fuggle who were the original cheeky boys
had climbed there a few years before with
numerous first South African ascents,
which ended tragically when Roger was
killed. They were a formidable team, and
their stories of Drakensberg ascents are
legendary.

On Greg’s return from the Alps, it was
back to school as usual. But Greg’s stories
of the Alps brought more motivation and a
burning desire to get into alpine climbing.
We read more, planned more and climbed
more. Greg matriculated end of 1977 and
was off to UCT, and the world was open,
or so we thought.
By the end of 1978, the mail arrived
and our surprise plan for the future had
already been drawn up by the Defence
Force. Greg got the bad deal, an infantry
soldier on the border. I got lucky, the Air
Force. Our climbing days were drawing to
a close. Other cheeky boys were getting
their call-ups and suddenly the reality of
turning 18 was not so much fun anymore.
Dave Davies was also off to the Air
Force and we made plans to meet and go
climbing together.
I planned a rush trip to Patagonia with
Dave Cheesmond once I matriculated and
could sneak off before my call-up. Dave
had had a brilliant season in Patagonia
and throughout South America, and had
been the first South African to climb Mt
Fitzroy. He and Phil Dawson had climbed
many other first ascents in Paine, and he
wanted to return to try something else.

Greg following the Roulette traverse pitch in 1976.
Photo UNKNOWN

In 1974 Paul Fatti, Mike Scott, Roger
Fuggle, Richard Smithers, Mervyn Prior
and Art McGarr had put South Africans on
the map as formidable big wall climbers
with their first ascent of the massive east
face of the Central Tower of Paine.
Our trip was planned for early 1979,
and we attempted to climb the west ridge
of the South Tower of Paine. We were
horribly beaten up by storms and strong
winds, and so we turned our attention
to the South Face of the Fortress and
dodged rockfall for two weeks. It was
time to call it a day and go home. Besides,
I was headed for a two-year break from
climbing courtesy of the South African
Defence Force.
The next time I saw Greg was in
California, USA, in 1981. I had travelled
down from Alaska after an attempt on Mt
Deborah with Cheesmond, De Bruin, Dick
and Kevin Smith. It was my first time
out after my military service. Greg had
changed. He was no longer the boisterous,
lanky, cheeky boy of two years before. I
think his time on the Angolan border took
its toll. He was more serious, focused and
driven. We climbed together with Brian

Gross, and eventually headed home at
the end of ’81. John and Dave Davies
had been very busy putting South African
alpine climbing on the map with a series
of great ascents in the Alps, one of which
was the North face of the Matterhorn. We
were eager to share stories and focus on
SA rock first ascents.
The motivation had become to achieve
first ascents and make a name for South
African climbers on the world circuit. It
was all about climbing harder and setting
standards at international levels. New
cheeky boys were establishing themselves
and giving us older guys a run for our
money. Andrew de Klerk and Jeremy
Samson were pushing the standards of
hard rock and were climbing grades that
we were only dreaming about. Andy’s first
ascents of Dream Street Rose and other
difficult routes were setting new standards,
and the gap had started to narrow with the
rest of the world.
Dave Davies and I got invited to the
Himalayas as a subsidiary part of a much
larger sponsored expedition in 1982. We
were sponsored by Hans Graafland who
was keen to support young mountaineers.

We made a first ascent of Urkinmang, a
remote peak in a relatively unknown area,
and it established our passion for alpine
climbing in faraway places.
1983 was meant to be a good year
of climbing. New lifelong friendships
were being formed. Kevin and Michele
Smith had moved to Cape Town and their
added energy and enthusiasm fuelled the
opening of many new routes. Greg and
I started making plans for an early June
trip to Chamonix. Greg was dividing
his time between his job as a trainee
computer operator, and climbing. He
was climbing hard with friends and the
love of his life, Beverly Opperman. He
had met Beverly a few years before and
was madly in love. The old, boisterous
and talkative Greg was returning, and I
think her strong personality helped him
to cope with what he had experienced in
Angola. Unfortunately, towards the end
of January, a devastating blow struck, and
Beverly died in Greg’s arms after taking a
huge fall on Arrow Final below the cable
station. It was an extremely painful time
for Greg, and he withdrew into the shell I
had seen in California. We talked a great >>
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Greg following up towards the
Chandelle in fine weather on
our first day of climbing on the Pillar.
Photo CHRIS LOMAX

deal, and his escape was to focus on hard
climbing. And so, in April, Greg and Andy
de Klerk finished their masterpiece of hard
rock, Oceans of Fear on Klein Winterhoek
Peak.
In early June, Greg and I departed for
Chamonix with dreams of climbing some
of the classic alpine routes. We were to
be a band of merry South Africans in
Chamonix meeting up with Don Hartley,
Andy Wood, Ed February and Tinie
Versfeld at different times during the
ensuing three months. June is considered
early for Chamonix, but we had decided
from our experiences that cold was safe,
10
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and as long as things remain frozen in the
big mountains, you would be okay. We
were early, judging by the amount of snow
that was still plastered on the mountains
around Chamonix. It was cold, and the
first training climb that we did was pretty
much plastered and in whiteout conditions
for the whole route, excluding the last few
hours up to the top. The Frendo Spur is a
mixed route and climbs up to Aiguille du
Midi, summiting at 3,842 metres, which is
great for acclimatising from Cape Town’s
sea level. We were exhausted after two
days on the route, and were very happy
when we tunnelled through the cornice

at the top and slogged up to the Midi
cableway station. Cold but safe!
Chamonix in ’83 was filled with
climbers from all around the world. Some
of the great alpine legends were there.
Among them, American Mug Stump and
Brit Jo Simpson who survived many epics
that year, and went on to have a few more
in other parts of the world. It was a vibrant
competitive atmosphere, and the climbing
energy was at a peak.
After the Frendo Spur we turned our
motivation to attempt a first South African
ascent of the notoriously epic Central
Pillar of Freney on Mt Blanc (4,807
metres). The Central Pillar sits high up
on its eastern side. It is a beautiful red
granite spire. Roughly 800 metres high,
with most of the hard climbing above
4,500 metres. There are two approaches
to the route: one from the Italian side and
the other from the French side. Both are
long and complicated, making retreat
very difficult and committing. The route
has a heroic history of tragedy. In 1961,
it was attempted by a team of Italians
and French, the great climbers of the day.
Walter Bonatti led the Italian team, and
Pierre Mazeaud led the French. The two
teams had met at the Rifugio Gamba on
the approach and decided to join forces for
a first ascent. A total of seven climbers set
out the following morning. A week later,
only three made it out alive after being
caught in a massive unseasonal storm
just 100 metres from the top of the pillar.
They had spent three days in a bivouac
before deciding to retreat. The extra snow
and extreme conditions had made their
retreat almost impossible. Accidents
and exhaustion on the retreat took the
lives of four climbers with the last dying
just 10 minutes from the hut. It was a
monumental blow to the alpine climbers
of the day. Later in the year, the Central
Pillar was eventually climbed by a British
team comprising of Chris Bonington, Ian
Clough, Don Whillans and Jan Dlugosz.
The ‘Last Great Problem’ of the Alps had
been climbed.
In late June, Greg and I set out from
Chamonix with four days of food and
fuel. We had a good weather forecast
and it was clear and cold. We caught the
Aiguille du Midi cable car to the top of
the Midi, and we were soon in our happy
place. Big mountains and new challenges
had brought peace to Greg. The vast
mountain terrain is spectacular, with views
of the Grande Jorasses across the Valley
Blanche, making it a wonderful approach

to the Freney Pillar. The snow level was
higher than we expected which made for
a lot more work, but it was cold, and cold
was good. From our bivvy that night at
the Trident hut, we had great vistas across
the Brenva Face. The two Polish climbers
we shared the hut with were going to
climb a route on the Face. They looked as
hard as nails and they had about half as
much cold weather gear as we had. They
were incredibly intimidating, which left
us wondering if our objective was a bit
ambitious.
The Brenva Face is an impressive
mass of rock and ice with huge hanging
glaciers higher up. The bowl at the bottom
is a very scary place and we wanted to
cross it very early when everything was
nice and frozen. We were apprehensive,
excited and super charged, and so getting
a good night’s sleep was never going to
happen. We got up at 3 am and headed off,
following the tunnel of our torch light. It
was cold and clear. We crossed below the
Brenva Face treading our way through old
avalanche debris, thankful that we were
early. The climb up to the Col de Peuterey
was just hard work. The snowpack was
high and breaking trail and climbing was
exhausting. We were excited to get to the

Col to have our first view of the Central
Pillar. It was a long way around Mont
Blanc from where we started out and the
terrifying remoteness of where we were
headed was becoming more and more
intimidating.
As dawn broke, we were nearing the
Col and as we topped out, the view of
the Pillar greeted us. It was spectacular.
We could understand why it was
considered ‘the last problem’. The Pillar
begged to be climbed. A mix of snow
and golden granite towered towards the
summit of Mont Blanc. Our thoughts
went to the great tragedy of the first
ascensionists and the pain and suffering
with huge loss of life that had occurred
in order to achieve the first ascent.
We sat in silence, drinking our tea,
appreciating everything and planning
our route across to the start of the Pillar.
The harsh reality of the seriousness of
a retreat from the Pillar in a storm was
just unthinkable.
We got going and moved across the
upper Freney Glacier to the start of the
Pillar in perfectly cold, clear weather.
The mountains around us were silent,
which was good. The high snowpack
was going to make climbing interesting,

Early morning approach to Col de Peuterey,
en route to the base of the Central Pillar.
Photo CHRIS LOMAX

>>
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Our bivvy spot at the base of the Chandelle.
Photo GREG LACEY

“The ropes were
like steel cables,
frozen to the
core.”
but at least we would be safe from rock
falls. We were now above 4,000 metres
and our breathing was laboured, as we
were not fully acclimatised from Cape
Town sea level. That first day went
really well. Greg and I swung leads, the
weather was perfect, and the climbing
was complicated. There was a lot of snow
around and the cracks were filled with ice,
which made gear placement trickier. By
the end of the day we reached the base of
the Chandelle, the final hard pillar. After
Greg leading high up on the Chandelle.
Photo CHRIS LOMAX
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Greg coming up to our bivvy spot below the Chandelle.
Photo CHRIS LOMAX

the Chandelle, the climbing was a lot
easier. There was so much snow around
that we managed to chop a bivvy ledge
under a little protective overhang. After a
good brew and some food, we settled in
for the night in our bivvy bags.
The storm hit just after midnight. We
couldn’t believe it. Waking up to howling
winds and blowing snow, we were in a
state of shock. The change from bedtime
to 1 am was scary to say the least.
Luckily, we had spent the time chopping
a good bivvy spot. We hunkered down
and waited out the night, warm in our
sleeping bags and relatively protected,
but in a precarious position. Dawn came
and went, and discussion after discussion
happened. We were really quite high and
a long way from Chamonix. The stories
of tragic retreats played heavily on our
minds and we were scared. We knew
retreating would be treacherous with a
strong possibility of avalanches below
us, as more and more snow fell. We felt
that we were safe where we were with
fuel and food, and after a great deal more
discussion, we decided to stick it out in
our spot for another night in the hope that
things would improve. It was a long, long,
long day and night and I’m not sure how
much sleep we got. The flapping bivvy
bags, the fear, and the knowledge of our
position kept us awake.
The next morning dawned calmer,
just heavy cloud and snowfall, no wind,
and not much to see. Unlike the first
ascensionists and tragedies before us, we
had the knowledge that the route above
was doable and that retreat could be lethal.
Also, Greg was confident that he could
find the way off the top of Mont Blanc
in mist as he had been there before with
Microbe when they climbed the Standard

Route. We didn’t know how long the bad
weather would last, but we knew that our
options of what to do were decreasing
each day. Our fuel situation was getting
low, and we couldn’t really wait any
longer; without fuel and the ability to
melt snow we would just get dehydrated
and weaker. Time was marching on, and
by the time Greg led off it was after 11
am. That first pitch took Greg about three
hours to lead, and by the time I followed,
we were into the afternoon. The climbing
and conditions were horrendous, with icefilled cracks, and snow over everything.
It was extremely hard work, and we aided
on most things and hauled our bags when
we could. Our mission was just to get
up and survive. We were fear driven and
knew our situation could go either way,
depending on what the weather did.
In 1981, I had an epic three quarters
of the way up Salathe Wall on El Cap in
Yosemite with Dave Cheesmond, when
we got caught in a massive snowstorm
late in September. We spent two nights,
on a triangle ledge below a natural funnel,
getting hammered with snowfall and
whatever else came down the funnel. We
didn’t have enough gear to retreat, so we
decided to climb out. Starting in daylight,
we topped out at 5 am the following
morning, after spending the whole night
on the final headwall. Freezing but alive.
I knew it was doable, and I felt that the
Freney was going to end up the same way.
So, with the knowledge that Greg had
a way down, and my belief that with
enough aid I could climb anything in any
conditions, we stuck to it. We climbed
until it got dark, and then we got the head
torches out and climbed throughout the
night. The ropes were like steel cables,
frozen to the core. Our hands and feet

Chandelle

were frozen; our minds were scrambled. The
army teaches you a great ability, it’s called
vasbyt (hang in) and it was a good time to
apply that bit of training we had both received.
Climbing at night is a mission normally, and in
the mist with gently falling snow it was almost
impossible. We were driven by the fear that the
storm might worsen with strong winds, which
would have tipped the scales in the wrong
direction. Throughout the night, when we could,
we boosted each other’s morale and encouraged
each other to keep going. We managed to stop
for a much needed brew sometime during
the early morning, and when the sun finally
dawned, we were near the top of the Chandelle.
We were getting close, and that knowledge
drove us onwards. It was still clouded over but
calm with nothing to see. The views from our
first day were far behind us. As we topped out,
the clouds parted briefly, and we could see the
final ridge up to the summit of Mont Blanc. At
least we knew which direction to go in! By the
time we summited, it had clouded over again.
My 22-year-old brain was battling to adjust to
being back on easier terrain as I thrust myself
into Greg’s hands, relying on his knowledge
of when he summited Mt Blanc with Microbe
six years previously. He took the lead, and we
stumbled down the Standard Route until we
were below the cloud base and found old tracks
that helped to keep us in the right direction. We
were totally exhausted and cold, and just floated
along, not realising how lucky we had been.
Eventually, just before nightfall, we broke into
a hut, determined not to spend another night
out again, grateful to have survived and to have
bagged the first SA ascent of the Central Pillar
of Freney.
1983 was a bad year for climbers around
Chamonix. The weather systems brought
extreme heat in July with freezing levels
just below the summit of Mont Blanc. Huge
rockfalls and collapsing snow slopes became
an everyday occurrence as the mountains
melted out. Over 60 climbers and hikers lost
their lives during that season. Our ascent of
the Freney Pillar was during the last cold spell
before it turned. Greg and I broke our primary
rule of ‘cold is good’ and continued climbing
in the warmer weather, with an ascent of the
Walker Spur and the North Face of the Dru.
Devastatingly, Greg was killed while we were
descending the back of the Les Droites after
climbing the ‘safer’ North East Ridge route.
It had been a terrifying two days of ascent,
evading massive rockfalls and listening to them
obliterate the North Face route.
Greg was just 23 when he died on the 23 July,
exactly 6 months to the day that Beverly passed.
He lies, Forever Young, surrounded by other
great climbing legends in Chamonix.

Heading across to start of the Central Pillar, with route and the Chandelle marked. Photo GREG LACEY
JUNE–AUGUST 2021
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by GOSIA LIPINSKA
pics by GARRRETH BIRD
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I wake up to yelling. It’s my almost one-and-ahalf-year-old daughter. It’s time for her 5 am
feed, except it’s 2 am. We’re trying to get out
of the pattern of early-middle-of-the-night
feeds (can you imagine classifying different
parts of the middle of the night?!). I go to
console her, which results in blood-curdling
screaming. She’s not looking for tender
words. Now she’s awake and keen to play.
Damn. It’s 2 am and tomorrow I had hoped to
go to The Hole to try my project. Surrender.

Gearing up for the crux rock-on off a rather small
crimp for the right hand, and a left hand smear and
thumb catch, to catch a small undercling in the roof

JUNE–AUGUST 2021
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I made a return to redpointing routes amidst the
pandemic in 2020. I finally found a way to get
outdoors that would work for our family ecosystem.
My work hours are fairly flexible, and I work a lot of
overtime once the kids go to bed, so every now and
then I can afford a morning off. And I can get to The
Hole, near Muizenberg in 4 hours, door-to-door.
Game changer. I probably could have started this
pattern of climbing quite early on after Benji (almost
4 now) was born, but I didn’t have the headspace.
However, my little climbing light hadn’t gone out,
it was just on pause. As the kids got a bit older, I
started to be able to see my way into that space
again.
And hilariously, in July, just as the restrictions
eased, I managed to climb Virus (28), a burly 10
metres of pure horizontal roof, which had been
my nemesis before I had kids. The moves are
powerful and some of them are long. Post-kids, I
found a new focus when I was at the crag – time
was precious and if I wasn’t using it well, I was
stealing time from them. So, I put my soul into it,
and I almost cried when I sent Virus – it had been
a long time since I’d tried hard on rock.
Then I turned my attention to Germinator
(29/30), a fantastic line opened by Nadine
Methner, bolted by Sean Maasch. Douw and I
got into a nice rhythm, heading out to The Hole,
and a few other mid-week regulars joined the
fray (Illona Pelser, Mike Woodward). It was
always quick and nasty – warm up on the route,
and then give it two goes. The send trajectory
was unusual – both Douw and I worked out
the bottom beta quite quickly and could get
to the crux in one go fairly soon. And there
we stopped. We didn’t even bother putting
quickdraws on the bolts beyond the crux,
because we weren’t going anywhere. And it
stayed that way for months.
Then, one day, I tried a new sequence.
I had watched Joe Mohl’s ascent of Life
Enhancement Project (31), which shares the
same crux moves (although I suspect Life
Enhancement has a few other cruxes as
well). I had an idea! And slowly it transformed
from imagination to movement. A sneaky
foot slot. A sloping thumb catch transformed
into a gaston. A new pair of smeary shoes.
A monster rock-on and undercling catch.
And then, next session, and right before
New Year, it went. Just like that. I was a
little surprised. And joyous. Rock climbing,
children, life-partnership, work and friends –
a crazy mad full life.
I wake up to ‘Mommy, Mommy’ – it’s 2
am. We’ve been telling a story of how to ask
nicely in the middle of the night and Eva is
almost two now. It seems to be working.
‘Cuddle you. Cuddle you hard.’ I crawl into
Eva’s bed and she nuzzles into me, folds
all her limbs into mine. She presses her
lips gently to mine and says, ‘I love you,
I love you so much’. My heart crumbles
in delight. We peacefully descend into a
schmoozy sleep till morning.
16
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“time was
precious and if
I wasn’t using
it well, I was
stealing time
from them.”

MAIN: Total concentration, reaching out, off
the undercling, for the good holds over the lip
INSET: Setting up for the smear, before the
crank over the lip. Once you get your feet
under you, life calms down somewhat

GOSIA IS SPONSORED BY
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Oan de Waal on Bigfoot (26/7b) at Oudshoorn main crag. Photo STEFAN NIEHAUS
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Gosia Lipinska clutching the big jugs before cutting loose on Germinator (30). Photo GARRRETH BIRD

GEAR REVIEWS

HEADLAMPS
Review by TONY LOURENS
A little while ago I got handed two of Black Diamond’s new offerings
to the headlamp family to review for SA Mountain. And two
headlamps more different from each other would be hard to find.
The Icon is burly, very bright, with lots of bells and whistles, while
the Onsight is a slimmer, lighter model with basic, but essential
functions. Let’s look at each one separately.

Photo ADAM HONNOLD
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Icon 700
As the name implies, the new BD Icon
throws a powerful beam of 700 lumens for a
staggering 140 metres when on its brightest
setting. But that is just the beginning of what
this multi-functional lamp can do.
The lamp is operated by two switches
on the top of the light unit: the main switch,
which is nice and broad, making it easy to
operate with gloved fingers, and a small
round switch that operates the coloured light
functions. The main light is divided into two
beams – medium and bright, and the lamp
always switches on with the medium beam,
then you can adjust from there. You can dim
right down for intimate use in your tent, like
reading or ‘other things’, or you can switch
to super bright (by either pushing twice on
the main switch, or by using BD’s famous
tap switch on the side) for route finding and
trail running across mountains in the black
of night, or adjust the brightness to anything
between.
The main beam can also be converted to
strobe mode on any brightness setting (by
simply depressing the main switch twice in
quick succession), and – this is something I
haven’t seen on any other headlamp before
– by tapping the side switch while on strobe
mode, the strobe converts automatically to an
SOS flash setting.
SPECIFICATIONS
Beam distance: 140 m (max); 12 m (low)
Burn time: 7 h (high beam); 190 h (low beam)
IPX rating : 67 (waterproof and dust proof)
Weight with batteries: 236 g
Batteries: 4 AA (included)
Icon rechargeable battery (sold separately)

The Icon also comes with three ‘side’ lights
– red, green and blue. I know! I also thought
the same thing. What is that all about? Why
so many different colours? Well I Googled
it, and besides the red light that many other
headlamps have, which is good for use when
around camp so you don’t blind each other,
and also makes it easier for your eye to grow
accustomed to the dark when switching off
completely, the other two lights, according to
quite a few different sites and forums I visited,
have to do with hunting and tracking – there
is mixed opinion on what animals can and
can’t see. So there you have it! But I must
say, I quite like the green light over the red
for campsite use – it gives a better light,
while still being soft and kind to your mate’s
eyeballs.
All these different lights are activated by
depressing the small round button next to the
main switch. Each depression moves it on to
the next colour, and all the different colours
have strobe activation and an automatic SOS
mode, all activated the same way as the
main beam. Seems complicated, but after a
few minutes of playing around I got it waxed,
and the unit comes with a very well laid out
explanatory pamphlet.
The Icon also comes with a beam lock
and battery-power meter, as well as the

option of using alkaline batteries or the Icon
rechargeable battery. The Icon is also pretty
weatherproof, being submersible to 1 metre
for 30 minutes, which I think is more than you
would need in even the wildest rain storms
out there.
Having a fairly sizable battery pack, you
have the option of wearing the unit on your
head in the conventional style, or extending
the cord and moving the battery pack to your
belt, or into your back pack. The Icon comes
with 3 x adjustable elasticated straps and is
compatible with all helmets.
Weighing in a bit on the heavy side,
the Icon would not be my first choice for a
mountain trip where you want to go light and
fast, but with such impressive brightness and
great battery life, it is certainly a headlamp for
just about every other use, from car camping
to expedition use, and everything in between.

R1999
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Onsight 375
In total contrast to the Icon, the Onsight is a
real climber/mountaineer’s piece of kit. It is
light, robust and super effective – it’s even got
a special ‘climbing’ beam (more about that
later). It is also super simple, which I really
like – no bells and whistles, and no coloured
lights.
Operated using the same broad top switch,
making it easy to use with gloves, the Onsight
switches on with a single beam and can be
dimmed or brightened by holding the switch
down. The interesting thing about this single
beam is that the lens is designed to throw
the light at a wide angle, making it easier to
see your feet, for instance, while climbing,

SPECIFICATIONS
Beam distance: 88–110 m (max); 8 m (low)
– depending on batteries
Burn time: 4.5 h (high beam); 72–110 h (low beam)
– depending on batteries
IPX rating: 67 (waterproof and dust proof)
Weight with batteries: 135 g
Batteries: 3 AAA (included)
Rechargeable battery (sold separately)

without having to specifically train your beam
in the exact direction you are looking. So
basically, giving you a broader pool of light.
To activate the other beam, tap the two power
tap sensors on either side of the lamp. This
will give you your full 375 lumens, for extra
brightness while route-finding, etc. Simply tap
again to switch between the two beams.
A strobe function can also be activated by
depressing the power button twice in quick
succession, and the Onsight also comes with
the auto SOS function which is activated by
again tapping both the power tap sensors on
either side of the lamp.

The unit comes with a beam lock and batterypower meter and, like the Icon, it also has
the option of using alkaline batteries or a
BD rechargeable lithium-ion battery. The
Onsight is also pretty weatherproof, being
submersible to 1 metre for 30 minutes, so
good for rough weather use.
Complete with two adjustable elastic straps
and compatible with all helmets, the Onsight
is an exciting new addition to BD’s stable and
is a serious contender if you are looking for
a light, compact and effective headlamp for
your mountain trips.

R1299
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Corax Harness
Review by Tony Lourens
I have always been a protagonist of the
minimalist harness. Basically only one waist
buckle, no leg loop adjustments, and a slim
but comfortable fit. For me that is the ideal
situation for fair weather climbing. Straight on
and straight off, no fiddling with unnecessary
bits and bobs. And indeed, that is just the
ticket if you are climbing in good conditions,
clad in your favourite pantaloons and flexing
your muscles in a revealing tank top.
Since my move to Montagu, I have made
it my mission to repeat all the long trad
routes on Cogman’s Buttress and also put
up some new ones, and over the past 18
months I have done just that. But climbing
on Cogman’s 300-metre walls is like doing a
country route in your back yard. The routes
are long and complex, and you need to start
early to even your chances of having that
cold beer back on the ground after a long
day, rather than fighting your way down in the
failing light.

Starting early on the front faces of Cogman’s
means you are in deep shade for at least five
hours, and quite often we would tackle these
routes on a clear winter’s day, which means it
is about brass monkey degrees C for as long
as you are in the shade. So out comes the
fleece and soft shell, and sometimes thicker
trousers as well. Now all of a sudden your
wonderful slimline harness does not fit as well
– your waist belt is tight, your belay loop is
not nicely centralised, and your over trousers
have made your leg loops uncomfortably
snug, which could also inhibit freedom of
movement.
This is where Petzl’s Corax fits the bill just
perfectly. It comes with double waist buckle
adjustments to fine-tune the fitting, so it fits
securely and comfortably, and the belay loop
can be precisely centralized, with the gear
loops just where you want them. And same
goes for the leg loops – perfect adjustment
to fit whatever trousers or over trousers you
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may be wearing. And trust me, once on and
properly adjusted, you will never know that
you are wielding a four-buckle harness. And
any re-adjusting, if it warms up and you start
stripping, will take less than a minute of your
time!
Okay, that said, what about the rest of the
harness? The Corax comes with a broad
and beautifully padded waist band that
hugs the line of your waist, making it super
comfortable, and the same goes for the leg
loops. But what I really like about the Corax is
its reinforced tie-in loops, making them super
solid and robust, and the cleverly designed
and spacious gear loops. Slightly roomier
than the old Corax, the front gear loops are
fairly rigid and angled slightly towards the
front, keeping your gear racked evenly, and
gently nudged towards the front of your thigh,
making for easier viewing and selection. The
back loops are of a very substantial size,
making them ideal for racking seldom used
or specialized pieces of gear, belay devices,
walk-off shoes, wind breaker, etc., without it
feeling crammed.
After using the Corax across multiple
disciplines, from sport climbing to country
trad (often climbing with a small backpack),
and even on bolting missions, I’m really
impressed with this harness, and it is clear
that one of the strong points of the Corax is
its super versatility.
While I wouldn’t choose it for red-point
projects, the Corax is a comfortable, easily
adjustable, multi-functional harness which
suits all other disciplines. And at a friendly
price, definitely a top contender when you are
out shopping for your next harness.
SPECIFICATIONS
• Two easily adjustable double-back buckles centre
the harness
• Two front gear loops are rigid for easy clipping and
unclipping of quickdraws and gear
• Two rear gear loops are flexible and angled to bring
gear to the front and comfortable when carrying a
backpack
• Rear accessory loop for shoes, trail line, or other gear
• Compatible with CARITOOL EVO for transporting ice
screws
• Frame Technology design allows the weight to be
distributed between the waist belt and the leg loops
• Interior contact areas are lined with soft material
• Comes in 3 colours: grey, turquoise and blue
• Comes in 2 sizes: 1 (S to M), 2 (M to L)
Weight: 470 g – 520 g

Montagu
Men’s Leggings

Adventure AwAits you
in beautiful Montagu

outdoor
Adventures

Review by Tony Lourens

I must say, it gives me a certain pleasure when these Euros
come to Africa in winter packing nothing but shorts and
T-shirts, thinking that it surely can’t be anything but hot here.
After all, it’s Africa! Only to find out that it is anything but
hot, particularly if you venture into the hills. And there they
sit shivering, with egg on their faces. So, Klaus and Luigi,
I’m only going to tell you this once. Winter in South Africa
is COLD! And it is even colder in the mountains, or if you
venture inland to Karoo towns and villages.
In the dead of winter, whether in the mountains or just
jolling around town, the air can be really icy, and any wind
just heightens the problem. And a regular pair of trousers
simply does not cut it!
Core Merino have recently launched their new Nuyarn
thermal underwear leggings. I got my hands on a pair and
to be honest, I was never really a fan of leggings, but after
trying on these new puppies, and feeling the difference
they made, I didn’t want to take them off. They are soft
and cosy, but also light and unrestrictive, with just the right
amount of elasticity throughout the whole garment and also
along the broad, brushed belt line. They also have a double
layer of fabric over the old ‘money sack’ for extra warmth
and durability. And merino’s natural breathability and odour
prevention gives you the freedom to wear them day after day
on your next adventure.
Core Merino’s thermal leggings are an ideal base layer
for every situation. You can wear them under your jeans or
trousers when you are frolicking around town on cold winter
days, up on the hill as a base layer beneath your hiking
pants, as a layer underneath your ski gear, or even during
your next winter-day run or biking tour. They are also just
the ticket to give your legs that extra bit of cosiness when
cuddled in your sleeping bag on those crisp wintery nights.
Truth be told, I am actually wearing them right at this
moment as I am writing this review. They are that good!

R1100
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SPECIFICATIONS
• Brushed elastic waistband
• Single jersey merino wool fabric
offers breathability and temperature
regulation
• Naturally insulating and moisture
wicking
Materials: 90% Merino wool 10% Nylon,
145 gsm single knit jersey fabric
Sizing: Regular fit, true to size
Care: Exact instructions on the care label
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+27 82 550 6819
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the story behind the route
by BILL TUCKER
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Lizanne about to taste the honeycomb on the stellar second pitch of Crack of Idiots.
Photo ANDY WOOD

You know it’s gonna be
exciting when going back
to repeat a route you
opened 17 years ago. With
butterflies in our stomachs,
Lizanne and I organised an
overnight for our 10-yearold, sorted the gear and
packs after a romantic
dinner for two, and set our
alarms for 5 am.

W

e did the familiar steep hike in
cool conditions up to the split
in the path beneath the SW
Wall. Our destination was the far left side
of the front faces of Wolfberg. Past After
the Goldrush, and just left of the big gully
splitting that side of the hill. Our goal for
the day was to repeat a four-pitch route of
mostly grade 18 crack climbing that we
put up in 2003 called Crack of Icarus.
All our friends had been raving about
it; some had even done it twice! The
way I understand it, Tony Lourens did it
a couple years ago (it’s in his Wolfberg
Cracks guidebook) and told people it was
a must do. I mean, four pitches at that
grade, ledge to ledge, no hanging belays.
Top out at the top of the descent gully,
with an easy scramble down to a single
25-metre abseil straight back to your
approach shoes and packs. What could be
more fun? So we had to do it, to see what
all the fuss was about; to relive our prechild and pre-gut glory.
We were just about to start climbing
when two storied and experienced
climbers showed up to do the same route:
Marianne Schwankhart and Andy Wood.
We offered to let them go first since we
knew they would climb faster than us, but
they insisted we go first. We put up the
route. We knew where to go. Little did
they know . . .
Up went Lizanne – a staunch fist crack
in the corner, layback to toe holds on
either side, stem, a jug or two on the face,
for 30 metres or so. ‘Should I stop at this
ledge?’ she called down.
‘Go up a bit higher,’ I replied, ‘the
description says 32 metres.’ So she popped
up another short wall to another ledge,
and I came up and started wondering
where the 2nd pitch was, because we had
swapped leads in 2003 (not now, this old
man is too fat and scared to lead serious
trad).

My mind (mis)interpreted the route
description I had written for Tony 17
years ago, and I saw this huge long roof
about 50 metres up to the left, and what
looked like an awesome crack line to
the right of it. ‘That must be it,’ I said to
Lizanne, ‘that crack looks awesome.’ It
was awesome. But it wasn’t the Crack of
Icarus. It later became know as the Crack
of Idiots!
Blindly, Marianne and Andy followed
us up a juggy crap pitch that I really
couldn’t remember leading in 2003. But
that crack up above! Wow! Turns out,
instead of following Tony’s topo in the
guidebook, I thought he must have gotten
it wrong, because I remembered that the
route goes straight up. Well, it does; only
it goes straight up after a narrow ledge
traverse to the left for 25 metres instead
of crossing the gully for 25 metres. Which
meant we crossed the descent gully and
didn’t realise it. This was trouble #1.
We thought we were still to the left of it,
but now we unknowingly put up 3 new
pitches out of the descent gully which
meant once on top, the descent gully was
behind us instead of in front of us. That
was double trouble. Like idiots, we only
realised this when it was way too late.
Along the route, Andy told us that, over
the years, he had never found that descent
gully. And for good reason. It’s easy to
get to from the top of Crack of Icarus,
and you can even easily traverse into the
descent gully from Midnight Confession,
as long as you don’t top out. Once you
top out on that side of Wolfberg, it’s really
tough to get into the South West Gully
without an abseil. You see, I used to know
my way around Wolfberg pretty well.
But this day, I got completely confused.
Memory does weird things when you get
older.
That crack we spied from the top of the
first pitch of Crack of Icarus, the crack
on the other side of the descent gully, is
glorious, really amazing. It goes at solid
18, and is staunch, technical and long,
and lots of fun. The pitches before and
after it though, are nothing to write home
about. They are just overhanging jug
hauls; especially the last pitch to top out
on gargoyles.
When we got to the top, we still thought
we had climbed Crack of Icarus. And
there was the descent gully as expected
– right there. Only it was not wide and
scrambly. It was narrow and required a lot
of chimneying. Lizanne went down and >>

www.traversegear.co.za

Lizanne stemming pitch 1 of Crack of Icarus
17 years after her first ascent.
Photo MARIANNE SCHWANKHART

said, ‘No way, this is not it.’ I offered to
scramble up and look around further right,
expecting to find the wide descent gully. I
went up and found a very wide flat gully
with a clear trail visible from above. That
must be it, I thought and went back to
collect Lizanne, Marianne and Andy.
After walking it for 10 minutes, Andy
said, ‘Hey Bill, I know this gully. This
28
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goes to the top of Mildred.’ Doubt set
in. Then it must be that chimney crack.
It must open into the descent gully. We
had convinced those two to leave their
approach shoes and daypack and water at
the base of the single abseil, so it made
sense to go back and give it a try.
Lizanne and I chimneyed down about
20 metres or so and realised that this crack

goes on forever. So we chimneyed back
up. Marianne and Andy effectively said
‘screw this’ and set up an abseil into the
abyss. With tails between our legs, we
followed them down. Andy had brought a
leaver biner, and so did we. Better to leave
it than to burn or weaken the tat by pulling
the rope through cord.
Once Lizanne and I abseiled down, I
belayed Marianne on a traverse out of
the crack so she could scope out the next
abseil. We all soon joined her, and then I
started to appreciate the wall skills of this
amazing world class climber, and also
the cool, caring and all-the-while joking
demeanour of Andy. Lizanne and I were
confused from getting lost, and the guilt
was setting in. Here we were, the first
ascensionists, and we totally flubbed the
route, and its descent. My confidence was
shattered, and an abseil later, Marianne
called out, ‘Bill, I think we found your
descent gully – it’s behind us!’ And she
was right. I went down first on the 2nd and
3rd abseils, anxious to contribute. Only I
neglected to take a rope on the abseil to
set up the next one . . . twice! That meant
Lizanne had to abseil with two ropes on
her back! So I had slowed us a bit, yet at
the top of the 3rd abseil, I slowly realised
what we had done. We had crossed the
descent gully to climb the pitch below that
awesome crack, and the original climb
stayed left of the descent gully. It all made
sense now – not remembering the 2nd, 3rd
or 4th pitches, especially the 4th, which
climbs an awesome headwall, and I had
led that back in the day! It finally dawned
on me why we had not been able to find
the descent. It had been behind us all the
time, and we were looking in the wrong
direction.
Thus, three abseils later, we made our
way down the real descent gully to set up
the last abseil to our packs below. Lots of
tat and a steel ring around a good anchor
point! After our walk of shame back to
the car, we realised we had put up a new
route – Crack of Idiots. Idiots for ignoring
Tony’s topo, idiots for compelling
Marianne and Andy to follow us, and
lastly, idiots for not been able to repeat
our own route. But hey, we put up a new
one! And that grade 18 crack pitch is well
worth it.

TOPO

Goldrush Sector

Supposed traverse into descent gully

Crack of Idiots (18)
FA: Lizanne and Bill Tucker,
Marianne Schwankhart, Andy
Wood. Dec 2020

Start: The route starts from the
big ledge about 25 metres above
the base of the wall, immediately
to the right of the big gully (just
left of Joe Cool). Climb the first
pitch of one of the few routes
that lead up to that ledge in that
area, then move up to a ‘bland’
buttress with an awesome
crack line to the right of a long
roof high up and huge bulges,
capped by a huge prow.
P1. 20m 15/16: From the cairn,
pick your line of jugs to reach the
bottom of the awesome corner/
crack.
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P2. 30m 18: Start up the thick
reddish layback flake and head
up to a squeeze chimney that
can be avoided by climbing the
honeycomb out right (there is
gear further right), then up to
a short grotty face to a ledge.
Belay here, then scramble up to
the base of the gargoyles.

Crack of Idiots

Abseil

P1 of Crack of Icarus

Crack of Idiots starts from the SW Gully near the start of Joe Cool. The 2nd pitch is the reason to
climb it. The horizontal line shows the traverse back to the top of the SW Gully.
Photo TONY LOURENS

P3. 15m 15/16: After a short
wall of jugs, pull two successive
overhangs/scooped caves on
even bigger gargoyles, to the
top.
Descent: You should be able to
traverse left below the actual top,
i.e. before the last pitch, into the
descent gully, then down to the
last drop-off and do 1 x 25-metre
abseil back to your packs.
OR if you top out, you can gain
the top of the descent gully by
scrambling over the top and
keep going left along the top
of the buttress, until you can
access the top of the gully – a
fair distance.
ALTERNATIVELY find your way
across the top and go right to
eventually find your way down
Gaper Crack. Down here and
back around to your packs, but
this is a rather long way around.
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SAFETY

Part 1 in the previous issue of SA Mountain
covered the all-important topics of fitting your
harness, tying on, and belaying. In Part 2 we will
look at the correct clipping of quickdraws, rope
position in relation to the leader, and sound toproping techniques.

AT THE
2
T
R
A
P
CRAGS

by TONY LOURENS
illustrations courtesy of BEAL

PART 2: CORRECT CLIPPING OF QUICKDRAWS WHILE LEADING, ROPE POSITION WHILE
LEADING, SOUND TOP-ROPING TECHNIQUES
‘Rock Gym’ Public to Chris Sharma, et al – climbing on
crags of 15 to 30 metres high, where the terrors of trad
climbing and big exposed walls are not invited; where all
the bolts are placed in neat rows and handy anchors adorn
the top of each route, making the life of a sport climber so
easy and ‘safe’. But, believe it or not, every year there are
a number of accidents, some resulting in death, at ye ol’
faithful sport crags, some even while top-roping! Mostly
caused by complacency and ignorance.

Anyone who has been climbing for even a short period of
time surely realises that the sport of rock climbing, even
at your friendly neighbourhood sport crag, does carry an
element of risk.
We are not talking solo climbing or huge faces of
terrifying mixed ground here, which obviously carry
a higher degree of danger with calculated and often
uncalculated risk. We are talking just plain old sport
climbing as practiced by almost every climber from Joe

Correct clipping of quickdraws while leading
A quickdraw is the all-important link between the hanger on
the bolt and the rope, which is connected to you, the climber.
How often do we breathe that audible sound of relief when we
make that awkward clip, fighting the swift onset of ‘the pump’?
As soon as the rope is slipped into that carabiner, all fear
miraculously dissipates, the leg stops shaking, and a certain
amount of control is automatically regained . . . until the next
awkward pumpy clip!
But clipping the rope through the carabiner does not
automatically guarantee safety. Sure, it’s better than not
making the clip at all, but an incorrectly clipped rope could lead
to the rope unclipping itself from the carabiner in the event of
a fall.

• Practice clipping with both hands (one hand at a time).
• Practice clipping with the gate of the carabiner facing
towards you and away from you.
• Know your direction of travel after you have clipped. The
rope should never run across the gate, always over the
back of the carabiner.

1
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Clipping a rope through a carabiner sounds like a simple
process, and it is, if you are standing with both feet on the
ground, have both hands free, and there are no demons
tapping you on the shoulder. Once suspended on a steep wall
above a void with both feet struggling to keep in contact with
the rock, one set of fingers crimping down hard on a little edge
and the other fumbling with an awkward clip, it can become
quite testy.
As a beginner leader it is a good idea to put in a little
‘quickdraw clipping practice’ on the ground, before casting off
on your first lead.

• And crucially, know the importance of correct clipping and
incorrect clipping. Always clip so that the rope comes
up from the belayer, behind the carabiner and out towards
you. Figs 2 and 4 illustrate the correct technique, as well
as showing the rope crossing correctly over the back of the
carabiner and not the gate.

3

4

These last two points are
critical, particularly the last
one, which, if incorrectly
done, could result in the
rope unclipping itself in
the event of a fall. This
is difficult to explain in
writing, but blatantly clear
when demonstrated on
the rock. Just ask any
experienced climber at
the crag to show you and,
believe me, you won’t
be clipping the rope
incorrectly again.

Rope position while leading
The rope is your lifeline; there is no
argument about that. In climbing, it is
the link between life and death, but in
some cases the rope can also be the
cause of injury, particularly rope burns, if
not handled properly.
When top-roping, it is relatively simple
to keep the rope positioned correctly
– mainly straight up between your
arms, unless while traversing, when it
will be going off to one side. But when
leading, you have to be constantly aware
of how the rope is running below you.

Besides keeping an eye on how the rope
runs across rock protrusions, behind
flakes, over sharp edges, etc., it is vitally
important to ensure that the rope is
always running in a ‘friendly’ fashion in
relation to your body (mainly your legs).
If incorrectly placed, in the event of a fall
you could be tipped upside down and
incur severe rope burns. Tipping upside
down is not only unpleasant, but could
cause you to smash your head against
the rock, resulting in serious head
injuries.
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• Never ever allow the rope to cut across the back of
your leg (fig. 1). Rather get the rope to run across the
front of your thigh so the rope will stay clear in the
event of a fall (fig. 2).

HIKING BOOTS
Vibram Soles supplied & fitted
FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

Rope position is vital when a climber is progressing. The rope path to the anchor should always be
kept free and clear. A rope caught behind your legs or feet could cause you to invert during a fall.

FIGURE 3

• Running the rope across the front of your thigh does not
automatically save the day. It depends on the direction in
which you are climbing. Always climb away from the rope,
never allow the rope to wrap around the front of your thigh
(fig. 3).
• The only time it is acceptable for the rope to run between
your legs is when you are climbing straight up from your last
bolt (or gear).
• If you’ve made a clip above your head, then get the rope
to run down from the quickdraw, between your arms, to your
harness. Do not let it run under one arm. In the event of a fall
you could suffer from nasty rope burns on that tender fleshy
part just under your bicep.
• Sometimes, when leading, you can get a tad engrossed in the
job at hand and not realise that the rope is running
dangerously. It is also the belayer’s responsibility to check
the rope position at all times and warn the leader if necessary.

CLIMBING SHOES
Stealth rubber supplied & fitted
BACKPACKS
Stitching & fabric repairs
POSTAL SERVICE WELCOME
ALL WORK DONE ON THE PREMISES
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING
IN FRONT OF SHOP

65 Wale Street, Bo-Kaap,
Cape Town, 8001

(021) 424-3858
08 65 18 18 30
info@rocksole.co.za
www.rocksole.co.za
pp. G.K & R.G JAGA

SAFETY AT THE CRAGS
Sound top-roping techniques
Top-roping is a very common practice
among beginners who haven’t donned
their leading stripes yet, and also among
experienced climbers when working the
moves on a hard route. In this section
I want to concentrate on beginner
top-roping as, over the years, I have
witnessed all sorts of hair-raising antics
that make you realise how hard some

guardian angels are working and also
wonder when some of them are going to
throw in the towel.
For some reason, most beginner
climbers put an amazing amount of faith
and trust in single manky rusted chains
and old bolts from yesteryear. Dudes,
let me enlighten you. This is playing
with death. Bolts can break, especially

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

Okay, go out and have fun, but remember, climbing is not without risk,
but the risk can be greatly reduced if we just pay attention to what we are
doing and take our sport seriously.
There is no room for complacency and tomfoolery when death is a
close party to the game.
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old ones, and old rusted hardwarestore chains are not tested for breaking
strength or hairline cracks at any time
during manufacture.
Here are some pointers to make toproping a whole lot safer, more pleasant
and less terrifying (also for those
watching).

• First off, if the anchors on your chosen
route look old or manky, walk away and
top-rope another route. It’s that simple
(fig.1).
• Always ensure that the anchor is
connected to two bolts or more. Never
top-rope off a single anchor (fig. 2).
• The rings or mailons on the anchors of a
route are essentially there for lowering
off and cleaning a route. They should not
be used for repeated top roping, as over a
few years (particularly on very popular
routes) even first grade 10 mm stainless
steel rings can wear through from the
continuous rubbing of rope over metal.
Your top rope should be set up using your
own slings and locking gate carabiners
attached to the hangers of the anchor (fig. 3),
then removed at the end of the session.
• Once you are happy with your top rope
anchor, always check that the rope is
running unhindered to the ground and
not over any nasty edges, particularly
near the anchor. If this is the case, you
may need to extend the anchor slings.
• Always clip your top rope through the
last bolt of the route (the one closest to
the anchors). This provides further
back-up in the event of total anchor
failure. This practice should be 		
considered part of the overall anchor
system (fig. 4).
• If the route is steep or runs diagonally
(or both), it is imperative that the rope is
clipped into all the bolts on the route (or
at least the important ones that dictate
rope direction). Failing to do this will send
a falling climber cartwheeling across the
face, endangering themselves and also
other climbers in close proximity. Or, you
will swing out away from the face, unable
to get back onto the route. Either way is
dangerous and frustrating.
• Before setting off on the route, remember
to tie into the end of the rope that is
running through the quickdraws.
• For the belayer: Remember that when
top-roping, there is normally a lot of rope
in play, which means there will be a lot
of rope stretch. It is particularly important
to keep the rope quite snug on the
climber when still close to the ground, as
a slack rope means the climber will
probably hit the deck if they fall off within
a few metres of the ground, due to the
stretch in the rope.
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Towering high and proud above the Du Toit’s
Kloof valley is the steep and imposing Yellowwood
Amphitheatre. It commands a special place near
the left side of the De Le Bat ridges and is home
to some of the hardest and boldest trad routes in
South Africa, which form a verutable cicatrisation
over the huge and impressive expanse of grey and
yellow rock.
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OF THE CARIBBEAN

by MATTHEW HOLT

MAIN: Sunrise from Blue Mountain.
Photo MATTHEW HOLT
LEFT: Spot the Bobo Rastafarian.
Photo FIONA MCINTOSH

Great mountaineers have great projects:
think Nims Purja and all 14 Himalayan
giants in seven months; Ueli Steck and the
82 major peaks in the Alps in one summer;
Matt Holt and the three highest mountains
in the Caribbean.
The Caribbean? I hear you ask. Well,
although this sprawling sickle of over
7,000 tropical islands isn’t widely known
for thrilling spires and classic lines, there
are some surprisingly rugged humps
in its hinterlands. And if you’re also
wondering why three and not, say, the
big five or magical seven? Well, you can’t
spend too long in beach bars claiming
to be a mountaineer before cynics start
sniggering.
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Blue Mountain, Jamaica
(2,256 metres)

The jeep slewed up the rutted donga that
claimed to be the road to Abbey Green.
My wife, Fiona and I were headed into
the Blue Mountains, which rise steeply
out of gritty Kingston and dominate the
eastern end of Jamaica. The source of
James Bond’s favourite coffee, in the 18th
century this mountain range provided
sanctuary to runaway slaves led by
Granny Nanny, who defeated the colonial
British troops, founded a settlement
(Nanny Town), and is now an official
National Hero. More pertinently for us, it
contains the country’s highest peak, the
eponymous Blue Mountain.

Innards rattled and heads bruised, we
bounced to a halt at Jah B’s Guest House,
which looked half rustic, half urban and
half built. We were greeted by the Jah
B himself, who had a grey beard and
twinkling eyes; was aged somewhere
between 40 and 70; and was almost
my height, if you included the custardcoloured turban sheathing his coiled
dreadlocks.
‘Jah, di country roads are sure ruff,’ he
confirmed, as we eased ourselves out of
the jeep and reshuffled our spinal discs.
While Jah B meticulously selected
vegetables from his plot, we regarded
the sunset from One Love Lookout, till
the sun dropped from sight, taking the
temperature with it. It was several hours
later that dinner was called.

‘As we Rastafarians say, ital is vital,’
nodded Jah B profoundly, presenting a
kale stew.
The only other guest was a young Israeli
man, who grudgingly appeared for the
meal. And when Jah B offered to arrange
a guide for our forthcoming trip up the
mountain, the Israeli interjected that he
didn’t need one – to which Jah B sighed
and shook his head sadly.
In the pre-dawn darkness, Fiona
and I followed the lushly bearded
Everton through a convoluted maze of
smallholdings and farm gates. Below
to our right were Kingston’s flickering
lights, plus a lone headlamp descending
into a forested gorge. The 10-kilometre
trail took us via an empty ranger station
at Portland Gap, an elfin forest of sweet

and dogwoods, and a derelict shelter on
Lazy Man’s Peak. From the summit, we
watched sunrise turn the inky blackness
into a fiery abstract of oranges, purples,
pinks and blues, while balancing on a
large iron tripod.
We were almost back down when we
encountered the Israeli marching defiantly
up, growling he’d taken a wrong turn
and been lost in a canyon. Back at the
guesthouse, Jah B offered to rustle up
breakfast, before reappearing several
hours later with some kale shakes. We’d
intended staying several days, exploring
the highlands, but we quickly revised
these plans and drove to the north coast
instead: seeking the Jamaica of Noël
Coward, Ian Fleming and Planter’s
>>
punches.
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The mandatory mules.
Photo MATTHEW HOLT

Pico Duarte, Dominican
Republic (3,098 metres)

The highest peak in the Caribbean, Pico
Duarte stands in the middle of Hispaniola,
the island shared by the Dominican
Republic with the basket case Haiti.
Now named after one of the Dominican
Republic’s founding fathers, its less
dignified incarnations have included
Mount Tina and the Big Bald One.
This time I was joined by Mandy
Ramsden, who claimed to know her
pieces from her figures of eight. Our
expedition didn’t start well, with an email
from our local guide declaring we were
incompatible and sacking us as clients.
(I’d had the temerity to enquire where
and when we should meet, which seemed
reasonable to me, having already sent US$
500 via PayPal.) Our dismissal put us in
a fix since park regulations require a local
guide and donkey. Fortunately, at short
notice, we located another guide who
appeared a better fit, recommending where
we could buy rum for the trip.
Assembling in the capital, Santo
Domingo, our expedition resembled a
boarding party, with some 40 members
piling aboard two coaches. Besides one
American, the rest were all Dominicans,
36
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The refuge at La Comparticion.
Photo MATTHEW HOLT

though it was hard to tell for they ran the
colour spectrum.
After a five-hour drive, we billeted at La
Ciénaga trailhead, in a large, open-sided
gazebo. And once the guide had delivered
a cautionary briefing on dehydration,
altitude sickness and hypothermia,
we invaded the nearby village bar to
drink beers and watch the locals dance
Merengue.
The next morning, we ascended through
dense forest, via deep runnels cut into

the shiny, red mud. Our overnight gear
travelled on the mandatory mules, which
was a convenient arrangement until we
encountered an even larger expedition
descending and, in the confusion, several
of our train took the opportunity to bolt.
Having consulted the weather forecast,
Mandy and I had taken the precaution
of purchasing large Chinese umbrellas,
which admittedly looked ridiculous but
worked like magic wands – at least till
early afternoon when we felt the first

The garbage truck doesn’t come round often in Port-au-Prince. Photo MANDY RAMSDEN

large, wet drops. Then, suddenly, it was
as if fire hoses had been turned on us.
While we desperately pulled on GoreTex jackets, our teammates put plastic
shopping bags on their heads.
After several hours and drenched, we
reached La Compartición refuge at 2,450
metres, to discover its roof and walls
were riddled with holes, and the floor was
largely a lake. While Mandy and I inflated
our mattresses, the locals cheerfully
curled up on the bare concrete between
the puddles. Like Camino pilgrims, they
seemed to relish suffering.
Fortunately, the storm passed overnight
and the next morning we hiked the
remaining five kilometres in brilliant
sunshine. On a large boulder was set
a cross, national flag and bust of Juan
Pablo Duarte, founder of the resistance
movement that declared independence
from Haiti in 1844. For a few tranquil
moments, Mandy and I had the summit
to ourselves. Then, the rest of our group
arrived, singing, dancing and taking
turns to hug Duarte’s bust, which, given
the current state of Haiti, you could
understand.
Pic la Selle, Haiti
(2,674 metres)

All games need rules and, since I was
setting them, only one peak was allowed
per country. (Otherwise, I wouldn’t
have left Hispaniola, which contains the
region’s big five.) As it happened, this
tinkering produced the Caribbean’s three
most prominent peaks – but it didn’t spare
me going to Haiti.
Shaped like an alligator’s gaping
jaws swallowing a gumbo (the Île de la

Gonâve), Haiti occupies the western third
of Hispaniola. The poorest Caribbean
country by far, even seasoned disaster
writers like A.A. Gill and P.J. O’Rourke
have been traumatised by visits here.
Since seizing independence from France
in 1804, Haitian history has been a
chronicle of coups, assassinations and
corrupt dictators, interspersed with
hurricanes, epidemics and earthquakes.
Blithely ignoring some novel virus
emerging in China, Mandy and I flew
from Miami to Haiti. On the inbound
flight, a seasoned hand cautioned us
about an upsurge in tourist kidnappings,
which had just prompted the US State
Department to issue a Red Level 4 (‘Do
Not Travel’) warning.
‘I’m sure you’ll be fine,’ he hastily tried
to reassure us.
Emerging from the immigration hall,
we ran the gauntlet of aspiring chauffeurs,
porters, guides and kidnappers, till we >>
Juan Pablo Duarte on his Pico.
Photo MATTHEW BOLT

Dream big.
Pack small.

gratefully located our pre-arranged driver,
Edner, though not before our duffels had
been seized by someone else and carried
aloft out of the airport.
‘I don’t know him,’ shrugged Edner
hopelessly, as I gave chase and ransomed
them back.
The drive into Port-au-Prince was like
a rolling hellscape by Breughel: wrecked
cars, garbage mountains, pigs up to
their whiskers in sewerage, and people
urinating in gutters. The only splashes of
colour were gaudily decorated ‘tap-tap’
taxis, gaily barging through the obstacle
course of deep potholes, overflowing
drains and blank traffic lights.
Our logistics had been crafted by Jacqui
Labrom, a lapsed-missionary-turned-touroperator, who hailed from Bristol and had
inexplicably fallen in love with this runt of
a tourist destination. A font of positivity,
she’d taken on our trip as a logistical
challenge.
‘I’ve never arranged for anyone else
to go there’, she laughed, as we sat in
the bar of Le Plaza Hotel, waiting for the
electricity to come back on.
Though Haiti’s high point was less
than 50 kilometres away, it was going to
take three days to reach it on wheels and
foot, being passed between chaperones
like relay batons. The journey started the
following dawn, with Edner driving us up
through Port-au-Prince’s supposedly more
salubrious suburbs into the Massif de la
Selle. When the road finally disintegrated
at Furcy, he handed us over to Obnes, who
spoke only Creole and vaguely led us on
the 12-kilometre trail to Seguin. There’s a
Haitian proverb: ‘Beyond the mountains
are more mountains,’ which sums up
Haiti’s tumultuous history and equally
applies to its topography.
After a dusty five-hour hike, Obnes
casually deposited us at a single-storey
stone auberge, which proved surreally
comfortable – and we sat out on the
terrace in rocking chairs, admiring
hummingbirds and arum lilies, while
being served nasturtium salad and mint
tea.
For our assault on Pic la Selle, the
next day was the crux, involving a
30-kilometre journey across the mountain
plateau on moto-taxis. As foreigners, we
were accorded a chauffeured motorbike
each (whereas the locals typically pile
aboard in family groups), but there were
few other concessions, like helmets. With
our young drivers wading up the sharp
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On the highway from Furcy to Seguin.
Photo MANDY RAMSDEN

The crux section from Seguin to Mare Rouge.
Photo MATTHEW HOLT

karst rock steps and the bikes rearing like
bucking horses, we bounced around like
untethered ballast, desperately clinging
on to anything. By the time we eventually
reached the Mare Rouge forestry station
at 2,000 metres, even my tooth fillings
ached.

The following morning, we made the
24-kilometre round trip to the peak,
accompanied by two sinewy park rangers,
Examond and Fafa. After the tribulations
getting there, it was a surprisingly mellow
hike, contouring around limestone
krantzes, through cacti and pine forests. A
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short scramble led onto a small mound, surprisingly
topped by a beacon, and even boasting a summit log.
Though most of the pages had turned to paper mâché,
it appeared some Swedes and Austrians had also
visited within the last two years.
The descent proved more eventful, when we
stumbled upon a party of illegal loggers hacking
scallop-shaped chunks out of some pine trees.
Examond and Fafa instantly gave chase, hollering
and unleashing their trouser belts. I’m not sure what
they intended to do, but it sufficed to startle the
loggers, who dropped their axes and fled. Ditto the
next party of illegal loggers we met.
Two days and assorted transport modes returned
us to Port-au-Prince via Jacmel, where we learned
that most international borders were rapidly closing
due to COVID-19. Our final Haitian dinner was
at the Hotel Oloffson, made famous by Graham
Greene’s 1966 novel The Comedians, and apparently
not redecorated since. The ambience was stylishly
augmented by a voodoo shrine on the porch, the
absence of any other guests or lighting, plus a
zombie-like waitress. As Jacqui waxed lyrical about
living on this charming tropical isle, we repeatedly
reconfirmed our flights home.
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of Badkloof and other climbing spots.
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THE USER
by TERENCE LIVINGSTON

‘Two are better than one . . . for if they fall,
one will lift up his companion.
But woe to him who is alone when he falls . . .’
Such ancient words of wisdom wasted on the ears of addicts – they who SOLO!

T

he Drakensberg bit my brotherin-law, Jurie, in a big way! After
much planning and training,
he was ready to tackle the Grand
Traverse, even though his partner
had cancelled. So he set out one
May, unaccompanied. After 3 days we
had not heard from him at any of his
scheduled points, and we got ready to
call the mountain rescue.
A cracking cold front, reports of
freak blizzards and no word on his
whereabouts had us like the frantic
parents of a rebel teenager. I admit
that while waiting, watching the movie,
127 Hours did little to convince my
wife that she hadn’t just lost another
brother! I wanted to think that guy was
a total idiot – but I am not sure he is
any different to us extremists.
When the call finally came that
Jurie was still alive (but injured), and
bailing out near Giant’s Cup, I wasn’t
sure if I was relieved or angry. Twisted
ankle, buggered knee, frost bite, but
grinning from ear to ear he returned,
and I was ready to kick his butt rather
than shake his hand and congratulate.
Being the anxious one at home was
new to me, and it triggered off many
questions.
Why do it? On the one hand,
friends let us down, and we decide
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to go for it anyway, like I did years
back when I wanted to celebrate the
New Millenium at my favourite spot.
The minor detail of my belay partner
bailing out on me was not about
to thwart such brilliant plans. With
nothing but headlamp and climbing
shoes, I found myself a few minutes
before midnight in a rather precarious
position, halfway up the Monteseel
cliffs. It was either the healthy dose of
fear, self-determination or the lure of a
bottle of bubbly at the top that helped
me pull through.
Purists will opt for the other reason:
to know that you overcame without
any help whatsoever! Watch Alex
Honnold’s (and others) epic climbing
solos, read about the single-handed
sailing ventures across the oceans,
and countless others circumnavigating
this and having the balls to singlehandedly conquer that, and something
fires in our adventure junkie arteries.
I hadn’t climbed for a while and the
ache to feel solid rock forcing me into
the hands of gravity had begun to give
me the shakes. So on the way back
from a boring meeting, I pulled off at
the cliffs with my chalk bag and shoes
– that was all I needed for a quick fix!
The sun was warm, the cliff as I
remembered it, and adrenaline pulsed

new life into my veins. Just me and
the rock. Of course, I sent a text to my
buddies to gloat that while they were
holed up at work, I had just topped out
on an easy classic route.
‘Jealous, but not dumb!’ It wasn’t
quite the response I expected.
Not to tell someone you’re hiking
out into the Nevada Desert is
undeniably stupid, although it spares
those who love you – the ones you
didn’t consider. But even if everybody
knows you’re off alone, it does little to
cover over the blatant selfishness of
the exploit. I guess that’s why it’s done
– not for anyone else, but ourselves!
Call it purist, solo, single-handed or
whatever you like, it is nothing more
than selfish!
Like a drug, you run it as far and
hard as you can, always thinking you
will have plenty time to get out before
it nails you. Russian roulette with your
choice of gun! I made it this time, I’m
sure I can the next.
My wife made Jurie promise never
to hike solo again, but I recognize the
tell-tale signs of this selfish addiction.
When he sets out again on his
egotistical quest to feed his craving, I
told him not to tell us.

Tre Asini Designs

r160

Crag Utility bag
26cm wide X 36cm high

• Light, but durable cotton twill on the
outside and lined in funky African
Shwe Shwe fabric.
• The perfect bag for your lunch, snacks,
stove, and/or tea kit. Or other nik-naks
you may need at the crag.
• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

r120
Harness bag

21cm wide X 38cm high

r160

HelMet bag

• Light, but durable cotton twill
with a funky African Shwe Shwe
inlay on the one side.

33cm wide X 31cm high
• Light, but durable funky cotton
Shwe Shwe.
• Perfect for all helmet sizes.

• Perfect size and streamlined for
your climbing harness, or your
shoes.

• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

• Pulls closed with a draw cord and
toggle lock.

FaCe MasKs
• 2-ply cotton in funky designs.
• Kids and Adult sizes.

rope bag

1 metre diametre
• Durable hardwearing denim
on the outside and lined in
funky African Shwe Shwe fabric.
• Two grab handles for attaching
your rope and for carrying the bag
around the crag.

r50

• Pulls closed easily with a draw
cord and toggle lock, to a
neat package to fit in your
rucksack.
• Can double for many other household storage uses.

r550

All products come in multiple colours and designs.
Manufactured in Montagu in the Western Cape, South Africa.
For orders go to

www.treasinidesigns.co.za or email patsy@samountain.co.za
Trade enquiries welcome

Tasha Smith: Rocklands - Weichei 7C Photo: Mike Van Der Ham

COMMITTED.
There’s only one way to reach the top. You try and try again. There’s
always failure. You learn from your past mistakes. Train some more.
Gain experience. Then you try harder. Fail and fall again. You take a
beating. Get hurt. And keep coming back. But in the end, when you pull
past the point of no return, steady your breath, and stare down what’s
between you and success, you know what you have to do. Commit. We
know what it takes. At Black Diamond, we’re committed to catching
the falls along the way.

Shop the full collection
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